Example of doctor and past bill regarding doctor’s personal ability to decide whether to perform an abortion or not, regardless of the laws in place in the state that they reside in.

- This is an issue of someone’s liberty to perform a service and someone’s liberty to receive a service (such as with a property owner’s decision on the race of their tenants).
- To be a doctor is to be in business, and business is private, therefore they have the right to make their own decisions regarding their practice of this procedure.

- Kant believed that we could divide populations into different roles: private, public, and government.
  - In the public space people may speak independently and focus on the long-term interest of the public. Because no power is granted in this sphere, then these individuals can focus purely on developing moral principles for the government to adopt.
    - This public sphere is considered to be a potential resolution to the issue of a country having an uneducated (or idiotic) majority.
- Public spheres function perfectly if everyone involved has an equal role, but this may never be possible to attain.